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Jeremy:A hard hitting memo from Joltin' Joe. A couple of thoughts:1. Hopefully, Joe can talk to Chet and get a 

better understanding of the data base.2. I endorse the idea of Joe coming to DC for a week. If the "price" of 

getting him to do the HSCA stuff for three days is to let him be an "FBI foot soldier" for two days, I say let's do 

it (if Tracy agrees that the money is there to do it).3. I'm available today for a conference call with Joe, or we 

could do it in Wednesday when you and I will be together in DC.4. I'm anxious to hear your thoughts and how 

bad you think the problem is right now.Tom To: Jeremy, Tomcc: From: Joseph Freeman/ARRB Date: 10/03/97 

05:44:47 PMSubject: HSCA referralsSorry I haven't responded sooner; I only checked my e-mail within the last 

hour or so. I've read Joan's memo and have subsequently talked to Brian Rosen, who was helpful but clearly 

reluctant to get sucked back into thinking too often or deeply about Review Board-related matters. I've also 

chatted with Kevin (FBI) and Bob (CIA) and have left Chet a message (re: the equity-rec series view Joan's 

memo refers to).I thought I'd send you some initial thoughts via e-mail which might help structure any 

subsequent conference call. I'm basically around all the time, as you know, so I'd suggest you and Tom call me 

when you want to talk, or e-mail me with a time certain you'd like to talk and I'll make myself available.I will, 

of necessity, be blunt and I hope therefore that you will treat this e-mail with the requisite discretion. I also 

accept a full measure of responsibility for any current confusion, re: HSCA referrals, since it was my departure 

from Washington that first generated the kind of transition-confusion that, I believe, now plagues Joan.When I 

was last in D.C. I got sucked into a couple conversations with Joan, re: HSCA referrals, that suggested to me 

that she is very confused about what she's doing with the HSCA collection (even if she doesn't recognize it) 

and that she was either provided with, or absorbed, very little institutional memory prior to being given 

responsibility for it.The best example is the "equity-rec series view" database itself, which she couldn't explain 

to me in terms of how it was constructed, what differing databases it was built on, etc., which is a little 

unnerving as she is using this as her source document for her referral counts. (Since this new database/view 

was created after my departure, I am now trying to get a better handle on what it is supposed to be.)Though I 

can't recall all the details, there were a couple of other troubling instances of either confusion or, perhaps 

more accurately, a mis-prioritization of focus which manifested themselves in my HSCA-related conversations 

with Joan. One I do remember has to do with her fixation on FOIA-version copies of CIA documents in HSCA 

files, where the CIA sent (back during the HSCA investigation) FOIA-redacted versions of documents to the 

HSCA which NARA processed post-JFK Act as "Open in Full" (ie, because every word that had been provided 

the HSCA in these documents was now being forwarded, without any new post-JFK Act redactions, to NARA). 
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